
1850 
EURO

Ruby Sponsor 
pack

Only one available! On-event perks and promotion:

Normal Sponsor Pack Ruby Sponsor Pack StrategicSponsor Pack

750 
EURO

1850 
EURO

your 
proposal 

Price

Online perks and promotion:

4 passes for workshop, conference 

and party

20% discount for additional passes

Dedicated slide with logo before 

each talk

Dedicated slide during breaks

Logo at the beginning and at the end 

of talks recordings, that would be 

sent to all participants

Rollup on the venue 

Expo booth of up to 4 M2

2 passes for workshop, 

conference and party

10% discount for additional 

passes

All sponsors slide with logo 

beforeeach talk

All sponsors slide during 

breaks

Logo at the beginning of talks

recordings, that will be sent to 

allparticipants

Rollup on the venue

4 passes for workshop, 

conference and party

20% discount for additional 

passes

Dedicated slide with logo before 

each talk

Dedicated slide during 

breaks

Logo at the beginning 

that 

would be sent to all 

participants

and at the 

end of talks recordings, 

Rollup on the venue

Expo booth of up to 4 M2

Logo (with direct link) on the 

home page in the ruby sponsor's 

block

Logo (with direct link) on the 

home page in the sponsor's block

Logo on event posterLogo on event poster

Additional description of up to 

200 characters in the logo 

block on the home page.

X/LinkedIn/Facebook/Discord/

Reddit promotion:  dedicated 

thanksgiving post, two all-

sponsors thanksgiving posts

two

X/LinkedIn/Facebook/Discord/

Reddit promotion: one dedicated 

thanksgiving post, two all-

sponsors thanksgiving posts

Everything in 

Ruby

Bigger exhibitor space?

Prime spot in the lobby?

Custom approach to fit 

your brand?

other?

Stage time with entire 

audience?

More passes for 

workshop, 

conference and party?

Logo(with direct link) on the home 

page in the sponsor's block

Additional description of up to 200 

characters in the logo block on the 

home 

Logo on event poster

Twitter/LinkedIn/Facebook/Discord/

Reddit promotion: two dedicated 

thanksgiving post, two all-

sponsors thanksgiving posts

Surrounding yourself with the right 

people accelerates your journey, 

driving you towards success faster 

than going alone. We believe in  

sharing knowledge, and learning 

from the best specialists in the 

community. We will get four  

speakers from the best ones in 

community and world stars!

On top of that, learning in practice is 

the fastest, most effective way to 

acquire knowledge that sticks with 

you over the long term. Because of 

that we will prepare at least 3  

workshops for at least 60 

attendees.

your 
proposal 

Strategic 
Sponsor pack

Only one available! Additional perks:

Perks:

Price

Bigger exhibitor space?

Prime spot in the lobby?

Stage time with entire audience?

More passes for workshop, 

conference and party?

Custom approach to fit your brand?

Everything in ruby

750 
EURO

Normal 
Sponsor pack

Only one available! On-event perks and promotion:

Price

Online perks and promotion:

2 passes for workshop, 
conference and party

10% discount for additional 
passes

All sponsors slide with logo 
before each talk

Logo at the beginning of talks 
recordings, that will be sent to 
all participants

Rollup on the venue 

Logo(with direct link) on the 
home page in the sponsor's 
block

Logo on event poster

Twitter/LinkedIn/Facebook/
Discord/Reddit promotion: one 
dedicated thanksgiving post, 
two all-sponsors thanksgiving 
posts

RUBY Warsaw 

community 
conference

The fastest way to change 

yourself is to hang out with 

people who are already the 

way you want to be. - Reid 

Hoffman, co-founder of 

LinkedIn

m.koziel@visuality.pl +48 504147749

Founder of Ruby Warsaw 
Community Conference

Mariusz 
Kozieł

2024 


